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THE CITY 
 

RULES OF PLAY 9.0 
 

Introduction 
 
The City is a place of mystery, 

human drama, tragedy and 
bloodshed. It is also a place of 

intrigue and political 
machination. Six opposed 
factions battle for control of 

the place. Each one seeks to 
emerge as the faction with the 
most influence within the nine 

suburbs known as “quarters”. 
The game represents a time 

period of approximately a year 
in the turgid waters of the 
political game of life and death 

played by the competing 
interest groups within the City. 
 

The factions are: The Crown, 
The Church, The Coster, The 

Arcane Circle, The Thieves 
Guild and The Enemy. You 
control one of these factions 

during the game. 
 

Factions 

The Crown 
 

The Crown is the royal faction representing the current and historical hereditary elite 
rulers of the City including the royal family and the royal court. The crown is a wealthy 

faction with powerful Leaders and access to great wealth for purposes of entrenching its 
influence. In addition to influence the Crown seeks to create a dynasty, to ensure the 
continuance of the line of monarchs and thereby the enrichment of its own position of 

privilege in the city. 
 

The Church 
 
Organised religion may be the opiate of the people but in the City, they pay handsomely 

for its allure, in blood, in devotion, in prayer. The Church wields the most intangible of 
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powers, the power over the hearts of men. It is worldly in its sensibilities and devastating 

in its judgments, but it seeks a higher goal that the prosaic methods and attitudes that 
it employs. The Church will make the City a paradise, in direct communion with the 

Deities, and before the year is out the people will see divinity come in all its glory. 
 

The Coster 
 
The Coster runs trade within the city. It controls trade routes, regulates artisans’ guilds 

and wields true financial power on the City’s streets. Trade and commerce are the City’s 
lifeblood and the functionaries of the Coster will not have that figurative blood shed by 
anyone. The standard bearers of the Coster are rich beyond measure for their aim is 

profit and wealth will be their victory, even if it has to come at a cost. The Coster will 
ensure that the City endures as a living market place forever. If that means spilling some 

literal blood the Coster will do it without blinking. 
 

The Arcane Circle 
 
The Circle consists of a clandestine group of powerful wizards operating within the City’s 

walls. For the members of the Circle the City is far more than stone and mortar, far more 
than homes and shelter or walls and protection. For them the City is portal to a parallel 
realm of power the secrets of which lie tantalisingly close. There are powers in the 

deepest darkest corners of the world and of the human soul, that only the Arcane Circle 
knows of. They seek transcendence of the physical world to a higher state and 

communion with the hidden powers and these powerful narcissists will stop at nothing 
to see it achieved. 
 

The Thieves Guild 
 

Thieves are as old as the city itself. Wherever there are wide gulfs in living standards 
there are those who take without asking or paying. The guild organises criminal actions 
within the city under a harshly enforced code of criminal conduct. The Guild needs the 

city to flourish to obtain its goals of financial prosperity. If others attempt to get in the 
way of those goals the Guild will stop at nothing to remove opponents by the harshest 

means available. There is a saying on the streets “Nothing is below the guild”. Very few 
inhabitants are prepared to test its veracity. 
 

The Enemy 
 

The City is not isolated. It exists in a world at war. It has powerful enemies that would 
see it overthrown in a war that will one day come. But open warfare against the city 
would be risky with its well organised defences and military structures. One of its 

greatest enemies is working to reduce those risks and make the City ripe for conquest. 
Agents of that secret power operate within the City’s walls destabilising and promoting 

open rebellion, with one goal in mind, Anarchy. If the Enemy succeeds, the invasion will 
be a matter of showing up. 
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How to Play 
 

The City is a game which has a central set of basic game rules and various add-ons, 
known as modules that you can choose to incorporate into your game or ignore 

completely. We suggest you play the Basic game when you play for the first time and add 
any modules you want as you or your gaming group become more experienced.  
 

The rules that follow assume you are playing the Basic game. Thereafter the modules are 
presented.  
 

Elements on cards that relate to these modular rules are presented in text blocks of 
different colours, so that you can tell immediately whether a particular element is 

relevant of the game you are playing. 
 
The modules and their respective text block colours are: 

 
The Living City - Green 

The Royal Council - Blue 
Mercenaries - Purple 
Deep Strategy - Red 

 

The Basic Game 

The Set Up 
 
Players may choose their own factions (particularly if they have played before and have 

developed favourites). Alternatively determine factions randomly. In this case first work 
out how many people (2-6) are going to play the game. Put a token representing each 
faction in a bag and have players randomly draw tokens. The colour determines which 

faction each player will control. It is recommended that for 2 player games you either 
use the variant Stand-off rules, set out below, or do not allow the Coster faction to 
be played. 

 
Give each player the Faction Screen 

representing their faction. This card tells each 
player their faction’s unique victory condition 
as well as any special rules that apply to that 

faction. Make sure that the player understands 
these and that other players are aware of the 
Victory conditions that pertain to enemy 

factions. The screens have the individual 
victory conditions printed on the front so that 

other players are kept aware of what each 
faction needs to win. They are used to hide 
your faction’s money and provide a quick 

reference for the set up. 
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Each player should also receive a deck of 32 players cards corresponding to the faction 

they have been given, a single six-sided dice of similar colour and a set of 50 influence 
tokens of the same colour.  

 
Follow the instructions on the card and distribute 
the requisite amount of gold to each player. Have 

each player shuffle their player cards and place the 
deck face down in front of them. Then, to begin with, 
inform each player to draw 6 cards. 

 
Shuffle the 16 card event deck (orange cards) and 

place the deck face down on the appropriate space 
on the board.  
 

Place the plastic turn counter token on the space 
corresponding to the First Turn of the game.  

 

Placing Influence 
 

Each Faction Screen is numbered. This determines the order of play in the first round. It 
also determines the order in which players place their influence tokens on the board at 

the start of play. The player with the lowest number places his/her tokens first 
according to what is allowed by the faction card. S/he is followed by the player with the 
second lowest number etc. until all players have placed their influence tokens on the 

board. Players may place tokens in any quarters allowed by their faction cards, even if 
other players already have influence tokens in those quarters. 

 

Starting Hand Cards  
 

At the beginning of the game players get to play certain types of cards from their opening 
hands to represent the existing position in the City at the start of play. In the order set 

out on the faction cards, each faction gets a chance to play one card at a time from its 
opening hand. Only Location and Leader cards (see below) may be played. The players 
may play up to two cards in this way. The players follow the same order, each playing 

one card at a time, until all players have played two cards or no longer wish to play any 
further Location or Leader cards. No Action or Reaction cards may be played during 

this startup process. 
 
Players are not obliged to play any cards but for every Location or Leader card played in 

this way the player may (once all players no longer wish to play any further cards) draw 
a number of cards to return his or her hand to six cards. 
 

Victory Conditions 
 

At the end of the tenth turn the game ends and a winner is determined after an end-
game scenario is completed during the last card Phase and the last Audit Phase. Before 
the tenth turn, and at the end of the second to ninth turns a player may win by meeting 

his/her unique Victory conditions. If two or more players complete their Victory 
conditions in the same turn, the victory goes to the player who is higher up in the turn 
order (see below). 
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Standard Victory – Victory Points 
 

 
At the end of the tenth turn a final tally of influence is conducted to determine the 
winner of the game. The winner is the faction with most Victory Points. Victory points 

are determined by combining points scored in two ways: Influence in the 9 quarters 
(some games will finish with a greater or lesser number of quarters) and achieving 

victory conditions in Turn 10. 
 

Control of the Quarters 
 
At the end of the 10th turn the faction with the highest number of influence tokens in a 

particular quarter has won that quarter. Only the faction with the highest influence in 
the quarter counts. The amount of any factions other than the most influential in that 

quarter, are removed, leaving a single influence token of the winner.  
 
There can be only one winner in each quarter. All ties are resolved in favour of the 

faction currently higher in the turn order. That faction will ultimately be left with a 
single influence token in that quarter. For every quarter that a Faction wins it gains 
1 Victory Point. 

 
This process is performed in all of the existing quarters and a final tally arrived at.  

 

Faction Victory in Conditions Achieved in Turn 10 
 
Each faction has certain victory conditions which allow it to win the game before the 
start of turn 10 (see below). If these conditions are fulfilled during Turn 10 the 

faction does not win the game, but does gain 2 Victory points, which form part of 
that faction’s final tally.  
 

Faction Victories before Turn 10 
 

In any turn of the game other than the first or the last the individual factions may win 
the game by achieving the victory conditions specific to the particular faction. In the 

event that two or more factions achieve their win conditions by the end of the same turn 
the faction higher up on the turn order is declared the winner.  
 

The individual victory conditions are as follows: 
 

The Crown 
 
If the Crown player plays the “Royal Birth” card when “Royal Palace”, “Hall of the 

Ancestors” and Prince of the Blood are already in play the Crown wins. 
 

The Church 
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If “Martyrdom” is played on a Leader who is in a quarter in which “The Cathedral” or 

“The Sepulchre of the Saint” is located, and who has already had “Canonise” played on 
him or her, the target of the Martyrdom card is discarded and he Church wins. 

 

The Coster 
 

If the Coster player amasses 75 gold at the end of the turn the Coster wins at the end of 
the turn. 

 

The Arcane Circle 
 
If “Transcendence” is flipped from the Event Deck while “Gateway to Another World” or 
“The Summoning Circle” is in play the Arcane Circle wins. 

 

The Thieves Guild 
 
If the Thieves Guild player has managed to get “The Guildhouse” into play, and has all 
three “Fence” cards in play, each in a different quarter, the Thieves Guild wins. 

 

The Enemy 
 
If six leaders or locations have been discarded, at least one of each from every other 

faction in the game and at least two “Arms Cache” are in play, the Enemy wins. 
 

THE TURN SEQUENCE 
 
The game is kept orderly by a specific sequence which is followed every turn. The turn 
sequence is as follows: 

 

1. Event Phase  
 
This does not occur during turn 1. 

 
During the Event Phase a single card from the top of the Event Deck is flipped up. 
Sometimes the effects are immediate and for other cards they take place during the 

Audit Phase (See below). 
 
Due to the special abilities of the Arcane Circle that faction is able to shuffle its own 

cards into the Event Deck. If one of these cards is turned over it is played as if the 
Arcane Circle had played it during the Card Phase (see below). Once this card is resolved 

(or countered) a new Event card is turned over. This process is repeated until an orange 
card appears. 
 

2. The Auction Phase  
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During this phase a blind auction is held to establish the turn order of the player 

factions for that turn. Each player puts an amount of gold in a closed hand and all 
players reveal their gold simultaneously. 

 
The highest bidder takes the first place. Move the appropriate colour marker to the first 
position on the section of the board designed for this. The second highest bidder gets 

second place etc. In the case of ties the turn order from the previous round is the tie 
breaker. All gold spent in this way is lost. 
 

This does not occur during turn 1. In that turn the turn order is determined by the 
numbers that appear at the bottom right corner of the Faction Cards. 

 
Players may want to keep secret the amount of gold they have at any time. They may do 
so until and unless a card causes the player to have to reveal the amount of gold he or 

she has. 
 

3. Card Phase 
 
During this phase players may draw a card from their Player deck and play a card from 

their hand. Cards are drawn from each player’s face down Player deck. When your player 
deck is exhausted you lose the ability to draw cards. Play proceeds strictly in accordance 

with the turn sequence. The first player draws a card and can choose to play one in his 
turn. Note: Some factions such as the Thieves Guild and the Arcane Circle are 
allowed to draw or play more than one card in certain circumstances.  

 
However many cards a player faction may draw, in order to draw the player must pay 1 

gold (Except for the Arcane Circle Faction who may draw two cards and only pay for one, 
and the Thieves Guild which may choose to pay a premium for two cards), which must 
be paid before the card is drawn. You are never obliged to draw or play a card. 

 
It costs nothing to play a card. 
 

When cards are played they are either placed on the game board (if they are Location or 
Leader cards) or discarded to the discard pile if they are (Action or Reaction cards or 

Leader or Location cards that have been countered.) 
 

Card Types 
 
There are 4 different types of cards, each type is played in a different way and for a 

different purpose. The four card types are: 
 

Location Cards 
 
These cards can only be played on the player faction’s own turn. They are played 

onto the game board, in one of the available spaces in any quarter that has space. All 
quarters have space for three location cards, except Louseton which can hold only two. 
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Most Location cards allow the faction’s influence in that 

quarter to grow during the Audit phase (see below). A  
number of coloured squares on the card, in 

the colour of the faction, indicates how 
many influence tokens the card produces in 
that quarter during each audit phase and for which 

faction. One square equals one influence token. Some 
cards also cause other factions to gain influence as well, 
while others harm the ability of other factions to gain 

influence. These negative influence effects are indicated 
by a square in a faction’s colour which contains a skull 

and crossbones.  
 
 

Location cards can also feature a coin with a number in 
it.  This indicates the amount of extra income the 

faction who played the card receives during the Audit 
phase (see below).  
 

Cards have special abilities printed on them that can 
have interesting and sometimes devastating effects. When you wish to play a Location 
card you must read the full text of the card out loud and allow other factions to play 

Reaction Cards (see below). 
 

Each player deck contains 10 Location cards. 
 

Leader Cards 
 

These cards represent the leading personalities 
within each faction. The special features and abilities 
possessed by these leaders allow them to increase your 

influence or income during the Audit phase, improve 
your chances during contests and to perform several 

possible special actions. 
 

Some Leaders have a score indicated by an  icon. This 

represents a bonus that the leader grants to the faction 
when it takes part in contests in the quarter in which the 

leader is situated (see below).  
 
Leader cards can only be played on the player faction’s 

own turn. When you wish to play a Leader card you 
must read the full text of the card out loud and allow 

other factions to play Reaction Cards (see below). 
 
Leader cards are the only type of cards that can change 

position on the board during the movement phase (See below).  
 
Each player deck contains 6 Leader cards. 
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Action Cards 
 
These cards represent special abilities. Most of 
them are discarded after being played and do 

not remain on the game board after their effects have 
taken place. 

 
Action cards can only be played on the player faction’s 
own turn. 

 
When you wish to play an Action card you must read the 
full text of the card out loud and allow other factions to 

play Reaction Cards (see below). 
 

Each player deck contains 6 Leader cards. 
 
 

 
 

Reaction Cards 
 
Reaction Cards are the only cards that do not have to be 
played during your turn. They can be played at any time in 

reaction to Location, Leader or Action cards played by 
another faction. Each Reaction card should be read 
carefully before being played as they only affect certain 

types of cards in certain circumstances. 
 

If a Reaction card is played another faction may play 
another Reaction to counter the first Reaction card, or to 
prevent it from countering the first card played. In such a 

case the effects of the cards are resolved in the reverse 
order to the one in which the cards were played. 

 
 
 

Notes about Card Play 
 

Some cards, particularly Reaction cards, state that they 
“counter” other cards. This means that the card that the 

opponent originally intended to play, not only cannot be played, 
it must also be discarded. 
 

Discarded Location and Leader cards are placed in a separate 
“Discard” area in the sideboard. All players are allowed to 
examine the contents of such discarded card piles. 
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Card Phase 10 
 

In the 10th game turn the game takes a more urgent and frenetic turn. The card phase in 
the last turn is different from all the preceding card phases. 
 

In this card phase the players are not limited to drawing and playing only 1 card. They 
may buy additional cards and may play cards to influence the final outcome of the game. 
Starting with the player highest on the turn order track, players may spend 10 gold a 

card to draw as many cards as they wish to draw or can afford. When all the players 
have spent their gold in this way they may play cards, in the turn order, each player 

playing a card and then passing to the next player in the turn order. Players may choose 
not to play a card and may “pass” but once a player has passed twice he or she may not 
play any further cards (save for reactions). When all players have played, passed or 

cannot play, the first player plays again, until all players cannot or choose not to play 
any more cards. Reaction cards can be played at any time as normal. 
 

Play then proceeds to the final Movement phase.  
 

4. Movement Phase 
 

During this phase, Leaders in play may move. Proceeding in the order as determined by 
the turn auction, each faction may move one of its leaders in play to an adjacent 
quarter. The chance then goes to the next faction and so on until each faction has 

moved all the leaders they choose to move. 
 
When a leader moves a certain number of influence tokens may be moved with that 

leader. The maximum that may be moved is the number of influence tokens of your 
faction depicted on the Leader card. 

 

5. Contest Phase 
 
During the Contest phase, all factions who have influence in the same quarter as 
another faction, and who have not allied with that faction in the quarter must engage in 

a contest. Before a contest takes place the factions with influence in the quarter may 
agree not to have a contest, but any faction not party to such an agreement in a specific 

quarter must take part in a contest.  
 
Each faction involved in the contest rolls their six-sided dice. To the roll is added the 

number of influence tokens of that faction in the quarter and any bonuses supplied by 
leaders in the quarter. The difference between the total of the faction with the highest 
score and that of the faction with the lowest influence is the number of influence tokens 

that the loser must remove. 
 

If two or more factions choose to ally within a quarter but a contest takes place with a 
further faction, the allied factions must agree which of them will roll the dice and handle 
the contest for their “side”. 
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Support from other Players 
 
Before rolling any dice in a contest the factions involved in the contest may ask for 
support. Uninvolved factions with influence in adjacent quarters may intervene on the 

side of any of the contesting factions. These players must announce the number of 
influence tokens that are being committed to support, and from which quarter they are 

supporting. 
 
If a losing party to a contest, who received support from another faction, loses all of his 

influence and this is not enough to make up the differential between his total and that of 
the victor, extra influence losses must be taken from any influence that was committed 
in support to the loser. The victor may choose which faction pays this cost and which of 

the supporting tokens are removed. 
 

Tokens that were committed in support cannot be used in support of another contest 
that turn and cannot add to the dice roll in any contests that occur in their own quarter. 
They are effectively useless for the remainder of the Contest Phase. 

 
Factions may not support their own tokens in other contests. 

 

Contest Order 
 

Contests are resolved in a specific order: Northcatch, Louseton, West Quarter, The 
Warren, The Hill, Waterfront, The Avenues and Traitor’s Ridge. 

 
 

6. The Audit Phase 
 
During the Audit phase players increase their influence and collect gold. The Audit 

Phase id divided into 2 separate components: Gaining Influence and Collecting Gold. 
 

Gaining Influence 
 
The total amount of influence generated by Location and Leader cards in a quarter is 

added as tokens in that quarter. This process is repeated for each quarter. 
 

Collecting Gold 
 

Players collect 1 gold for each quarter in which they have at least 1 influence token. 
They also gain extra gold generated by various leaders with this ability. 
 

This marks the end of the turn. The turn counter is moved to the next turn and play 
returns to the Event phase. 
 

Miscellaneous Rules 
 

Negotiation  
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Negotiation, pressure and outright blackmail are part and parcel of the game. At any 

stage during the game the players may bargain and negotiate with each other. They can 
do this publicly or out of earshot of other players if they wish. There are certain rules 

which cannot be broken, when it comes to negotiation. 
 
- No influence stack may be increased as a result of negotiation 

-  No influence may be transferred from one quarter to another 
-  No cards may be exchanged by players 
-  No Location cards in play may be discarded 

 
Within these limits players are free to do any of the following: 

 
- Pay each other money 
- Remove their own influence tokens  

- Remove and discard their own Leader cards from the board 
- Reveal cards to each other 

- Exchange information regarding the cards in the Event Deck, of the hands of other 
player 

- Reach any other bargains, holy or unholy. 

 

Special Rules 
 

Each faction has special rules which allow that faction to operate in ways that defy the 
norm. These are listed below: 

 

The Crown 
 

Whenever an auction is held and the results are revealed the Crown player may add or 
subtract up to 3 gold from his bid at the auction. Crown leaders may occupy any tier in 

the Royal Council. 
 

The Church 
 
Once per turn the Church player may reroll a six-sided dice if he does not like the result, 

but is bound by the second roll. Church leaders may occupy any tier in the Royal 
Council. 

 

The Coster 
 

The Coster player selects another faction as an investment at the end of the audit phase 
and announces which faction the Coster will invest in for the upcoming turn. In the next 

audit phase, in addition to income received by the Coster in its own right, it also receives 
I gold for every quarter in which its investment faction has influence. Coster leaders may 
occupy any tier in the Royal Council. 

 

The Arcane Circle 
 
The Arcane Circle player may draw two cards and only pay for 1. He must then either 
shuffle one of his own cards into the event deck or discard a card. When Arcane Circle 
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cards are turned up in the event deck they are considered to be played by the arcane 

Circle but do not count against his card limit for the turn. Arcane Circle leaders may 
occupy any tier in the Royal Council. 

 

The Thieves Guild 
 

The Thieves Guild player may draw and play up to 2 cards every turn. If he or she 
decides to draw only one card then the cost is 1 gold, as per normal. If the player decides 

to draw two cards the cost is the equivalent to the highest bid during the turn auction. 
The player may decide, after drawing the first card, whether to draw another one or not 
and to pay the premium. The Thieves Guild’s leaders may only occupy the First and 

Second Tiers of the Royal Council. 
 

The Enemy 
 

If the Enemy has two influence tokens or less in any quarter at the end of the audit 
phase, the Enemy player may move 1 or 2 of these tokens to an adjacent quarter. The 
Enemy may also move one of its leaders to an adjacent quarter. The Enemy’s leaders 

may only occupy the First Tier of the Royal Council. 
 
 

Adjacent Quarters 
 

Many cards used in the game have effects that relate to the quarter in which the card is 
played and to so-called “adjacent” quarters. In order to avoid conflict or confusion, the 
adjacent quarters to each quarter in the city are set out below. 

 
Northcatch: West Quarter, The Warren, Louseton 
West Quarter: Northcatch, The Warren, Gate Town 

Louseton: Northcatch, The Warren The Hill 
The Warren: West Quarter, Northcatch, Louseton, The Hill, Gate Town 

Gate Town: West Quarter, The Warren, The Hill, The Avenues 
The Hill: The Warren, Louseton, Gate Town, The Avenues, Traitor’s Ridge, Waterfront 
Waterfront: Louseton, The Hill, Traitor’s Ridge 

The Avenues: Gate Town, The Warren, The Hill, Traitor’s Ridge 
Traitor’s Ride: The Avenues, The Hill, Traitor’s Ridge 

 

Destruction of Quarters 
 

Some events within the game can have permanent effects on the City itself. Quarters can 
be destroyed for the remainder of the game. In such an event, remove all influence 
tokens, Leaders and Locations from the quarter. They are discarded. Then mark the 

quarter to ensure no influence is gained there for the rest of the game and no cards are 
played in that quarter. 

 

Running out of Money 
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If you are required to pay an amount of gold and cannot pay the full some or any money 

at all, you must make up the shortfall by sacrificing influence tokens. If the money was 
owed to another player, that player decides which influence tokens are removed. If the 

money was owed to the Bank you decide which tokens are removed. 
 

Oblivion 
 
If you ever reach a stage when you have not Location or Leader cards on the board and 
have no influence tokens on the board, your faction has become insignificant and you 

are out of the game. 
 

 

Modules 
 

Model 1: The Living City 
 

This is a simple variation to the game that allows some randomisation to occur in the 
game and in specific quarters within the City. There are a number of disks which 
contain bonuses and penalties for certain factions. If you are playing with this module 

you distribute the disks at the beginning of the game, by placing them in randomly 
selected quarters. 

 
During the setup process shuffle the “living city” 
disks. Work out how many players will be taking 

part. That number, minus 1, is the number of disks 
you will place in the quarters of the City. Starting in 
the North roll a D6 for each quarter. If the result is 

a “1” then place the top disk into that quarter. 
Repeat this a number of times equal to the number 

of disks you are going to place. No quarter may 
receive more than 1 disk. 
 

The reverse sides of the disks can be used to mark 
quarters that have been destroyed or have become 

inaccessible for any reason. 
 
 

 

Module 2: The Royal Council 
 
This variant creates a new mechanic. The Royal Council is a law making body that takes 
important decisions on the future of the City. Membership of the Royal Council gives a 

faction a chance to influence these decisions, and also counts for Victory points at the 
end of the game. 

 

Set-up Changes 
 

If you are playing with this module included, be sure to include the 4 “Council 
Resolution” cards in the event deck before play. 
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Royal Council Votes 
 

The turn order auction is more important if this module 
is included. Whoever finishes in first place after the 
auction is entitled to have one leader, currently in play, 

elected to the royal council. There are six places 
available on the Council, and the positions are ranked in 

three tiers, reflecting different levels of voting power. 
Leaders can only be appointed to empty seats on the 
council. At the end of turn 10 the factions vote to 

allocate additional victory points (see above) in 
accordance with their voting power on the council.  

 
During the game the Royal Council may be called upon 
to make certain decisions. Some of these may be the 

result of Event cards. This is done by vote. Leaders on 
the Council have votes according to the tier that they occupy. Tier 1 – 5 Votes, Tier 2 – 3 
votes and Tier 3 – 1 Vote. Ties are broken by the final say of the Crown Player. If the 

Crown faction in not in play they are broken by the faction who has the Leader in the 
Third Tier of the Council. If that position is not filled the tie is broken by the turn order. 

 
Tokens for each leader in the game are included. Those who elected to the Council have 
their tokens placed on the Sideboard, pictured above. 

 
Note: The Crown, the Church and the Coster may occupy any tier while the 

Thieves Guild is limited to the First and Second Tiers and the Enemy can only 
occupy the first tier.  
 

Note: The Crown player may be able to manipulate the Turn Auction by adding or 
subtracting gold bid in the auction after the bids are revealed. 
 

Having sympathetic ear on the Royal Council can be very useful at the end of the game. 
At the end of the Audit Phase in turn 10, a council vote is held. Each council member 

votes for a faction to receive an extra Victory point. Any faction that receives 5 votes 
or more, acquires a further Victory point for every 5 votes received. 
 

Module 3: Mercenaries 
 

The Mercenaries module adds a number of leaders that can become available to all 
factions. This maybe a benefit to factions which are struggling to get their own leader 
cards onto the board, or could be used to support an aggressive strategy. Mercenaries  

cost money. 
 

Mercenary Cards 
 

There are 16 mercenary cards that are shuffled in a face down deck. At the start of the 
game the first three cards are turned over, revealing the mercenaries who are available 
for employment. If a mercenary is removed and brought into play, the set of three 
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mercenaries is immediately replenished with a new mercenary. Players may only select 

mercenaries from the three available face-up cards. 
 

All mercenaries have an initial cost which is set out on their card. During the card phase 
a player may elect to take on a mercenary. The mercenary card does not need go into the 
player’s hand, but can played directly to the board in a location of the player’s choice, 

once the initial costs is played. However should you not play the mercenary immediately 
the card goes into your hand and may be played on a subsequent turn, but counts 
against your card limit. Players may only play mercenaries in their own turn during the 

card phase. 
 

Some mercenary cards have special effects which must be read when the card comes 
into play.  
 

In many respects mercenary cards are exactly like other Leaders. They can grow 
influence, assist during contests, move to other quarters and transfer influence when 

they do so. 
 
They can also be fickle and untrustworthy. They say that everyone has a price. Every 

merc has a “Loyalty value” printed on his or her card. If any other faction pays gold 
equal to the “Loyalty value”, the merc defects to that faction. Attempts to steal mercs in 
this way can only be done at the start of the Movement phase. If another faction 

announces it is attempting to cause the merc to defect, any other faction, including the 
original employer can attempt to beat the bid and gain the merc’s loyalty. 

 

Module 4: Deep strategy 
 
This module adds a new strategic 
layer to the game. It provides a 

system for choosing unique 
strategy options every turn, which 
give the player choosing them a 

significant bonus to that 
particular strategy for the turn. 

 
The so-called Strategy phase 
takes place at the end of the 

Auction phase and before the card 
phase. There are 8 strategy cards. 

These are shuffled and laid out in 
order from 1 to 8. Using the turn order as determined by the Auction phase, each player 
selects 1 of the 8 strategy cards. The difficulty posed by the random order of the strategy 

cards is that only the top strategy can be taken without paying a premium. In order to 
take a card lower down in the order a player must place 1 gold on every strategy card 
above the one he or she wishes to take. 

 
If a strategy card that you take has gold on it, you gain that gold, with the card. The 

effect of this mechanism is to make certain strategies, which are unpopular in a specific 
game, more tempting. Each player keeps the strategy card drawn until the start of the 
next Strategy phase. When this occurs all Strategy cards are returned and any cards 

without coins on them are reshuffled and dealt out again, but below the cards that still 
have coins. 
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Game Variants 
 

Two-Player – Stand-off 
 

In this type of game two players contest for control of the city, each playing one of the six 
possible factions. Stand-offs are played using the standard rules, with the following 

variations: 
 
Escalating Card cost: Because it is easier to gain influence in many quarters in a two 

player game it is also easier to earn gold. The balance this, cards cost more to buy. The 
cost of a card is equal (in gold) to the current turn number. 
 

Team Play – Battle Lines 
 

In this type of game the factions are randomly split into teams of two or three factions 
each. Factions in the same team are referred to as “teamed factions”. Each faction may 

be controlled by a different player or one player may control two or three teamed 
factions. Battles Royal are played using the standard rules, with the following variations: 
 

Enduring Alliances: Teamed factions are considered to be allied throughout the game. 
No contests take place between the teamed factions.  
 

Victory conditions: Individual Victory conditions achieved by factions before the 10th 
turn do not end the game. Instead they add a bonus of 1Victory Point to the team’s final 

tally at the end of the game. At the end of the tenth turn the teams’ combined influence 
totals are tallied to determine the winning team, including Victory points for votes from 
the Royal Council and additional Victory points received for completing victory 

conditions. It is the team that wins, rather than the individual factions making up the 
team. 
 

Strategies & Tactics 
 

The City is a game which is designed to play slightly (or sometimes very) differently every 
time you play, so tactics will need to vary and to win will require flexibility and 
adaptation to the different circumstances of every game.  

 
That having been said there are a few general tactics that may be useful to bear in mind. 

Location and Leader cards are more valuable to you the longer they stay in play. So, 
placing a few good Locations and Leaders in strategically good places for your faction is 
always a solid tactic for the beginning of the game. The traditional strategy is to hold 

back Action cards until later rounds so as to get as many Locations and Leaders down 
early. This may not always be the case and knowing when the best time arrives to play 
that devastating Action card is one of the skills that good players of this game master. 

Because Action cards are often held back for late game options, many players like to 
hold back their Reaction cards as late game counters, particularly during the busy last 

turn, but this too is not set in stone as you can often get away with an early Action or 
Reaction because your opponents simply don’t want to play their counters early. 
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Remember it takes only one influence token to win a quarter, so be careful of investing 

too many Location or Leader cards in one area, lest you create an unneeded surplus of 
influence in a particular quarter. 

 

The Crown 
 

The Crown is the wealthiest faction in the early game. You should try to use this to gain 
advantage as early as possible. Because of its special rule the Crown is usually the 

favourite to win the turn auction in the early stages. If this happens you should try to 
place as many of your leaders as possible on the Royal Council. This means that you 
should probably favour Leaders over Locations in the early stages of the game. The 

favouring of Leaders makes the Crown’s leaders obvious targets for assassination so 
hold onto your “Hidden Bodyguards” reaction cards. 

 

The Church 
 
The Church is one of the most balanced of all the factions. It has a good combination of 
Location and Leader cards together with multiple options for in-game strategy. The 

Church can be particularly harsh on Leaders of other factions. Making an ally or two in 
the early game can be very useful to the Church. Also, be aware that you thrive in times 
of hardship, so only play your actions when the event deck is favourable. Certain card 

combinations that allow the playing of “Canonise” several times because the more of 
your leaders you canonise the more chance you have of achieving victory. The church 

has leaders that can provide more influence than any other faction. This also means 
greater manoeuvrability and flexibility. Make sure you use it.  
 

The Coster 
 

As the Coster you have access to more wealth than any other faction, but you must 
choose wisely how to acquire it. No other faction has greater opportunity to make money. 
The Coster tends to become more powerful as the game progresses as long as you don’t 

make too many enemies early on. Take every opportunity to make as much gold as you 
can. No other faction gains as much form the playing of location cards by other factions 

so you can do well without acquiring dominance on the board. When the 9th turn ends, if 
you have not acquired the magical amount of 75 gold you have a choice to make. If you 
are a few short of the 75 you can try to gain money during the 10th turn card phase and 

thereby achieve your victory condition which will give you 2 Victory points. Or you can 
forego that chance and spend your money on several cards during the last turn. You 

should be able to gain more than anyone else, putting you in a strong end-game 
position. Your “overturned carts” are very useful and a commodity that you can trade 
with other players who may be willing to pay top gold to get you to play them at the 

critical moments in the game. 
 

The Arcane Circle 
 
This faction is probably the strongest late-game, but it often suffers from a lack of gold. 

Try to put as many cards into the Event deck as you can until you have 1 or even both 
of your “transcendence” cards loaded with the events. The ability to play cards from the 

Event deck is your biggest strength and it should give you card advantage by the 10th 
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turn. Your faction has the most Action cards capable of swinging the game in the last 

turn, so hold onto the best ones until then. Don’t forget that destroying entire quarters 
with “Golem Rampage” is an excellent way to ensure a Victory point. 

 

The Thieves Guild 
 

No faction has greater card variety than the Thieves Guild. The cards of this faction have 
great variety and flavour but don’t be fooled into playing them just because they sound 

“cool”. They may be cool to you but they can be very valuable to other players. You are 
also very likely to anger at least one other faction (probably more) by the cards you play, 
so expect enemies and make sure you have a few friends too. A bit of “Interference” 

could also help a lot. 
 

The Enemy 
 

The Enemy’s win conditions are so different from the other factions that you need a very 
different strategy. In the early game you can make a great deal of gold marketing your 
services as an assassin and saboteur. However, there will come a time in most games 

when your opponents will realise you are close to a win and will collaborate to shut you 
down. There is always one faction who has no discard and uses this to get the others to 
agree to protect its leaders and locations. If, by then, you have made them hate each 

other more than they hate you, they may even give you the win, for the satisfaction of 
getting revenge, but that’s unlikely. It is more likely you will have to finesse it, by 

counting how many reaction cards are out and drawing them, before delivering the 
killing blow. 
 

Conclusion 
 

Enjoy the Game and Welcome to the City, but mind where you tread. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 


